
Special Events
Guide



Thanks for choosing Satellite | PolyPortables. We specialize in 
helping your business grow!

Satellite | PolyPortables is committed to the portable sanitation industry.  
More importantly, we’re commited to you. As one of the founders of the 
sanitation industry, we understand the challenges you face. We know that 
our own success depends solely on you. We want to be more than your 
portable sanitation equipment provider. We want to give you every tool 
for success, including valuable tips and information.  

This guide, taken from a presentation made by Bob Denome, former 
PolyPortables Northeast Sales Manager, and is intended to provide infor-
mation about bidding and servicing special events, giving you the tools 
necessary to make decisions regarding some tough issues.

For further assistance, call your Regional Manager at 1.800.328.3332.

SPECIAL EVENTS 
GUIDE
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Use Off-Season Time for Event Planning

Here comes the big slowdown and you’re ready for a rest. But that could be a big mistake. The hardest work of all is 

work that isn’t absolutely required. Is your off-season a time to kick back or a time to buckle down and get all that 

“voluntary” or “optional” work out of the way? 

Instead of pre-season maintenance on your restrooms, why not post-season maintenance? Instead of ready-set-go 

when the season is about to start, why not ready-set think! By starting on your annual maintenance early, you have 

time to push the pieces of the puzzle around. Your strategy? How many units will you need at season opening for 

your special events? And how many can you create from current inventory?

Bigger operations may decide it’s more efficient to order new units for special events than try to salvage older 

ones; but the key is to create a formula that makes sense to you. Say a unit with one damaged side is a repair      

candidate, while a unit with two damaged sides is an automatic downgrade to your construction fleet. Maybe 

it’s two damaged sides for a repair candidate, and four for downgrade. As you devise your formula, figure in any     

personnel that might be put to good use in making repairs.

Then check the spare parts you’ll need for repairs: cost it out! Think about the new units you ordered last year. 

Were they delivered assembled? Were they ordered in time for you to get the full benefit from them? If you order 

unassembled a percentage of what you bought last year along with your parts order, could you save some mon-

ey? Could you save yourself some in-season headaches by having a little overkill at the start of the season? Is your 

formula a sensible one? Do you want to repair fewer units than you first planned, or more?
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Using off-season time to think is never easy, as we’ve said. Many people feel like they’re not doing anything or not 

getting anywhere by wandering through abstractions or guessing about the future. They don’t see the point, or 

feel a bit lost about how to go about it. If you’re one of those people, you’re like most people, so hang in there.

The key to getting started is to use lots of paper and make pictures of next year’s special event requirements, 

hopes and dreams. Start with a page for every event you have previously handled, all laid out and grouped by 

week or month. Score each event in any categories you can think of, I.e., difficulty of preparation, day-1 readiness, 

headache factors, profitability. Use crayons and color-code: green is good, yellow is mediocre, red is bad. Stay 

loose, work fast, and then stand back and think! How much red do you see? What can you do now to blow it away 

next year? Does your formula make sense? Got a new one? Are there times during the year to do this again, in time 

for the event crunches that occur? Is there time to order new units if you need them?

Any plan you have for the year is better than no plan. Using your downtime to really think about it takes a level of 

discipline that might be difficult for you, so make it fun! It just might make next year’s special event calendar a big-

ger success than ever!

Start with a page for every 

event you have previous-

ly handled, all laid out 

and grouped by week or 

month. Score each event 

in any categories you can 

think of.

Event Checklist

Event:

How many units do I need?

How many units do I have?

How many need maintenance?

How many will I need to buy?

What is the cost for maintenance and new units?

How difficult is this event to prepare for?

How many days do I need to prepare for this event?
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Getting Past “How much?” 

Any sales prospect who calls will be one of three types: a planner who wants to identify needs and make cost     

projections, a knowledgeable customer who expresses his needs and wants to dicker over price, or a bargain   

hunter who just wants prices. All three types of inbound callers have price on their minds. But we all know that 

“How much?” should come at the end of the conversation, and so your job on the phone is to talk, to reorder the 

“who, what, when, where, why, and how” of the discussion in a way that will benefit both the customer and you. 

Once “who” and “what” are introduced, the keyword in a service business sales qualification is usually when.

Qualify Sales Prospects with a “When?”

Since service is your product and a prospect is already interested, “When?” is the easiest question a prospect can 

answer. “When?” is also considered a fair question to ask after you’ve been asked for a price: you are expected to 

determine if you are available at that time. But asking “When?” does much more than that.

Asking “When?” puts you in control of the conversation. Asking an easy question and getting an easy answer starts 

the flow. Be quick to capitalize on it. Once you know when they need your service, be ready with more questions 

about who they are and what they need. 

Make them easy questions at first. Once a prospect is answering your questions, you can begin to demonstrate 

your expertise by the type of questions you ask. Be brave and go too far, all in the name of being absolutely sure 

you are locating the customer’s real needs. 

If they stop you, tell them the price depends on the particular details of the job, and that before you can quote 

the price, you need some questions answered, in order to give them the best possible price. If you get all the way 

through your list to “why” they think they might need your service over anyone else’s, then you may have made a 

contact that will last a long time!

The basic thought here is to turn a conversation with a call-in prospect into a professionally handled, win-win affair 

by asking “When?” quickly and keeping the questions flying! It works!
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Scan Publication & Internet Calendars for Special Events

If they’re not approaching you about their event, call them and ask if you can bid on it. We’ve all seen the newspa-
per’s weekender sections, with concerts and fairs and gatherings of all descriptions piled on top of one another. 
What a potential gold mine for special events opportunities. Go through these calendars, find an event or two or 
three that you’d like to have as an account, put a big, magic marker circle around them, and then stuff them into a 
folder. Newspaper calendars, church calendars, whatever comes your way.

Every time you stuff a marked up calendar in the file, take the oldest one out and do something with it.               
Maybe look at it, laugh, and throw it away. Maybe make a quick call or two. Maybe land a new account! The more             
sophisticated calendar collectors will be more selective and more organized in ways that suit their specific areas. 
The published calendars collected, such as church bulletins, company newsletters, charity fund-raisers, are culled 
and translated into a wish-list master-calendar of special events that can organize your plan of attack for you.

Keep in mind that the internet is now a valuable source for special events as well. Large events, particularly, will 
have a website full of information. For example, in your browser’s search box, type in something like Minnesota 
State Fair or Clarkesville Riverfest. Type in the name of your city followed by special events; a search for Atlanta 
Special Events, for instance, brings up a detailed special event calendar for the City of Atlanta. 

Large cities usually have a Convention and Visitors’ Bureau site on the web, which always list local and regional 
events. Even very small towns may surprise you. Dahlonega, Ga. (PolyPortables’ home), for example, has an     ex-
tensive website with upcoming events.

You might also check out major web organizations such as the International Festivals and Events Association and 
regional sites such as the Central Washington State Fair Association.

The events you saw in June publicized for July might not be ripe for the next year’s picking until September. But 
keeping a single calendar file can be a fun way to get started on an organized prospecting program. And the point 
is to get started early. We all know the worst kind of prospecting call is the one where the customer says, “Sorry, 
but we booked that event with your competitor a month ago.” Collecting calendars can help you to trade places 
with those competitors.

You can also prioritize the events by size. For larger events, consider mailing a brochure and/or letter to the person 
in charge and then following with a phone call. Just be sure to stress your strengths and why they should choose 
you. Remember your market position!
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Bid for Events Like A Pro

Event planners are different everywhere. But events themselves are not. Your knowledge of what it takes to ser-

vice an event successfully AND professionally is worthy of display. Whether your advice is accepted, ignored, or            

rejected by a particular planner is immaterial.

Planners appreciate knowing where they stand. Your recommendations educate their decisions: with your help 

they know that what they can afford might or might not be the most efficient choice. In the long run, both you 

and your potential client are well served by your bidding special events like a pro. Here’s how. The golden rule: 

never look hungry.

Many event planners will request a bid to their specifications for a specific set of services: so many restrooms for so 

many days with so many services. Always present your price for exactly what they asked for, but don’t stop there. 

When you present alternatives, be sure they are separate from what has been requested, and that they are focused 

sharply on specific aspects of the event as you, the professional, perceives them. This requires some homework.

If it’s possible, visit the event a year in advance and take notes on what you see. This will give you direct knowl-

edge of the prospect’s needs and what should be in your bid.

Do some checking on the projected attendance for the event. If the number of restrooms requested is low, show it 

in specific terms working back from the requested amount. 

“Your order for 100 units computes to an attendance of 2500 people, presuming a 50/50 split of male/female... 

does that sound right to you? I thought you had more like 4500 people and 65% women?”

With statistics from the Portable Sanitation Association International for backup, on units required vs. at-

tendance, follow up with your recommendations for the actual attendance of 4500, mostly women. Use your              

experience and insights to appeal to the planner’s eye for profitability. Long lines at the restrooms mean that 

attendees are not spending money elsewhere. Suggest types of placements, additional placements, and smart 

placements. Then balance the additional expenditure for extra units with fewer services, perhaps with the option 

of “as needed, on call” service for a specific price.

Throughout all this, remember the golden rule. Never look hungry. Be sure that every suggestion you make is re-

lated to a logical and specific customer need. Moving beyond the basics, you may suggest freestanding handwash 

stations, not only for attendees but for food vendors. Your ability to provide economical, hassle-free handwashing 

for vendors can create options for some planners. The freedom to choose vendors without their own portable 

facilities might prove economical for the event planner. Just remember, never look hungry: be professional, and 

suggest it only when it makes sense for the particular event.

What about VIP areas? A freestanding, updated restroom (with handwashing station inside) in a certain location 

might be a welcome suggestion. You can use these as “sweeteners”: if there’s one sitting in your yard, you might 

offer it free as a bonus in the proposal. As a well-equipped professional, you can consider it!

Waterless hand sanitizers and toilet seat cleaners are gaining in popularity as an “upgrade” that could be              

suggested for certain types of events. Additional deodorizers fit the same category. Just remember, never look 

hungry: suggest things like a pro... only when they make sense for the customer.

With a firm grasp of the golden rule, your professional bidding process serves you well. You are “covered” if the 

planner chooses the bare minimum, or less. And then, during and after the event, the planner might remember 

your suggestions (if you’ve made them) and realize that you were right in the first place! Imagine that!

Some events are too big or too complicated to handle given your resources. Think twice before saying yes.
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You’ve Got the Job Now Plan For It

After servicing a few special events, you come to understand that D-Day planning is the only way to survive the 

experience, and certainly, the only way to profit or prosper from it. We divide the process into three steps.

1. Choose your battles wisely.

By honestly evaluating your special event marketplace, you’ll realize that some events are too big or too             

complicated to handle given your resources. Weigh the profit potential in your area before investing in additional 

inventory: a good rule of thumb is a one-year payback on a fleet of restrooms earmarked for special events. Figure 

the amount of usage in your area that this would require. Then, given that level of wear and tear,  what percent-

age of them will be presentable enough for next year’s special event fleet, and how efficiently will the remainder 

be absorbed into your construction fleet. Choosing the right events for you at any particular time—the right            

battles—will depend on these considerations.

2. Know the enemy.

In the event arena, there is only one enemy -- time. Regardless of your experience level, get the event organizer 

to talk, and listen carefully. Remember, you are the expert at the portable restroom business. They don’t have 

to talk about restrooms to say something that will be useful to you. Let them talk about whatever they want to:                

invariably you will hear something that will be useful in servicing the event better. Take time ahead of time to     

better understand the battlefield—there won’t be time for it later.

Then set your strategy for D-Day. The restrooms in the yard are ready, trucks serviced, and the part-time help to 

deliver and setup is prepped and reliable. If you are borrowing units from your inventory in the field and are totally 

confident of your pickup/repair crew, you can save a few dollars by skipping a trip back to the yard with them 

and have them picked up and delivered direct. If you have the slightest doubt bring everything back to the yard 

and be sure it’s ready. Most events are blown on the first day when there are no good excuses for problems; most 

people are more understanding about problems that happen along the way.

Have some kind of backup plan. Play a little “what if?” You probably won’t need extra people or equipment, but 

where would they come from if you did? Being prepared for this, mentally at least, will give you a slight time         

advantage should something unexpected happen.

Finally, get paid! You haven’t got time to chase after your money. Some events like one-time concerts are notori-

ous for slow- or NO-pay! Make arrangements ahead of time, and get some sort of payment at setup. If you have 

executed your “battle-plan” effectively, you deserve it.
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3. Bury the dead.

Call the organizer the day after the event and be sure there are no casualties you might have missed. The                

organizers will appreciate your professionalism, and you will be doing yourself a favor by acknowledging them 

and responding to them quickly. When you treat your special events like military maneuvers, they get easier and 

easier. After a while you discover that there is a way to plan that is uniquely your way, refined with every “battle” 

you fight.

Once this happens you’ll realize that for all these battles, the war you are fighting is with yourself! Better                   

planning, better organization, better execution, greater profitability—all are a product of your conscious effort 

toward self-improvement.

4. Dazzle Them with Data.

You are hoping your special event roster will grow, and you hustle that new business in every way you know how. 

But what are you doing to ensure you keep the ones you’ve already got? Analysis need not mean paralysis. Here 

are a couple of tips.

How long do you handle an annual event before you can go in blindfolded? The answer? Never! Knowing it all, 

or thinking you do, is a surefire way to lose that annual special event you’ve had for years, even if it’s run by your 

brother-in-law. Think of all your special events like they are new customers, and you are completely in the dark 

about what is required. Be sure all the questions are asked, that all your recommendations are based on up-to-

date information.

This should be where your experience on last year’s event gives you an edge. You know the key questions to ask, 

you know where the problems were in the past, and how to correct them. But will your knowledge help in a bid-

ding contest with a competitor? Are all these facts in a battle-ready form? Is the client aware of how much you’ve 

learned? Can you bury your competitor by providing the client with piles of useful information that will make your 

competitor look like so much ignorant goose sludge?

If you’ve got sharp records of the event’s requirements in the past, from paper reloads to overflow services, good 

weather/bad weather contingencies, you can have your FACTS battle-ready, in writing. Your brother-in-law will be 

amazed at your care and concern. But if, as occurs on many events, the coordinator is new on the job this year, you 

are helping him or her get up to speed on the job. You are also saving face if word of any mishaps from the prior 

year have filtered through to the new person. In short, it’s worth it to have a detail-rich record of the event.
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Don’t fool yourself in thinking that you don’t have enough to write down. Every phrase in your head is a                

presentation page. You think, “We always need a midday Saturday cleanup on the west parking lot restrooms.” 

With good recordkeeping, this goes onto paper easily and effectively. Title: Paper Usage by Day by Restroom 

Grouping. Underneath: a bar graph of your data from last year. Underneath that, another graph of the year before. 

It’s easy with the data on hand, and it sure beats a line item on a quote sheet, or worse, a verbal justification for 

your total price.

Some say, “Kill ‘em with kindness,” which is always a good idea. A better idea is to add to the mix and, “Kill ‘em with 

information.” Most everyone is impressed by data that is presented well. When you want to have the advantage 

over your competitors, use data presentation, and if you do a good job of presenting it, you’ll win the job.

Going in, again.

You don’t have all this jazzy information at your fingertips for this year’s event? So start getting it this year!

At the very least, you should have a sketch of the site already. Make grouping of equipment as they make sense, 

either by the type of restroom placed, or a location identifying a group of restrooms. Each has requirements: paper 

supplies, repairs, additional services. Be prepared this year to record, by group, what you planned to have happen, 

and what did happen, and you’re on your way.

Most everyone is impressed by data that is presented well. More often than not it will win you the job. For more 

tips on getting return business for special events, mail your Regional Manager

Check outCheckou 
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PORTABLE SANITATION ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONAL

Number of Units required when no pumping service is provided 
50/50 Mix of Men & Women 

One unit provides approximately 200 uses with 4 hours between use
    
Average                   Average Hours At the Event
Crowd 
Size  1 2 3 4 5 6  7   8     9 10
          

500  2 4 4 5 6 7  9   9    10 12

1,000  4 6 8 8 9 9  11   12    13 13

2,000  5 6 9 12 14 16  18   20    23 25

3,000  6 9 12 16 20 24  26   30    34 38

4,000  8 13 16 22 25 30  35   40    45 50

5,000  12 15 20 25 31 38  44   50    56 63

10,000  15 25 38 50 63 75  88   100    113 125

15,000  20 38 56 75 94 113  131   150    169 188

20,000  25 50 75 100 125 150  175   200    225 250

25,000  38 69 99 130 160 191  221   252    282 313

30,000  46 82 119 156 192 229  266   302    339 376

35,000  53 96 139 181 224 267  310   352    395 438

40,000  61 109 158 207 256 305  354   403    452 501

45,000  68 123 178 233 288 343  398   453    508 563

50,000  76 137 198 259 320 381  442   503    564 626

55,000  83 150 217 285 352 419  486   554    621 688

60,000  91 164 237 311 384 457  531   604    677 751

65,000  98 177 257 336 416 495  575   654    734 813

70,000  106 191 277 362 448 533  619   704    790 876

75,000  113 205 296 388 480 571  663   755    846 938

80,000  121 218 316 414 512 609  707   805    903 1001

85,000  128 232 336 440 544 647  751   855    959 1063

90,000  136 246 356 466 576 686  796   906    1016 1126

95,000  143 259 375 491 607 724  840   956    1072 1188

100,000  151 273 395 517 639 762  884   1006    1128 1251

SPECIAL EVENT EXTENDED CHART BREAKDOWN
(No fixed facilities)

7800 Metro Parkway - Suite 104 • Bloomington, Minnesota  55425  U.S.A.
1-800-822-3020 • (952) 854-8300 • Fax: (952) 854-7560 • E-mail: info@psai.org

Average Hours At the Event
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Check out our interactive Restroom Calculator

satelliteindustries.com/calculator
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Evaluate Your Work & Admit Mistakes

After the event, evaluate the job you did to determine what could be done better for the next one or for this same 

event next year. Give your customer a short questionnaire to fill out asking what he or she thinks your strengths 

and weaknesses were in servicing their event. If you made any mistakes, admit them.

Making mistakes can be humiliating. Criticism from others will usually compound the problem. But while 

words from others can be harsh and difficult to take, sometimes the most destructive part of messing up is the          

self-inflicted criticism we place on ourselves.

Despite all this, mistakes can be the great lesson teachers. They provide a better understanding of our capabilities 

and our limitations, and if handled courageously, they can be transformed into new and unique opportunities. So 

go ahead and pat yourself on the back for the things you did well. Then learn from those you didn’t do so well.

Mistakes are often the only way we can change for the better. LEARN from yours.

#1: Admit you messed up. Denial is worse than just a natural response; it is ultimately a destructive one. 

#2: Limit self criticism. Accepting that you made an error isn’t as easy as it sounds. You may think you need some-

one else to forgive you, but what you’re really asking that other person for is the permission to forgive yourself. 

#3: Determine why the mistake was made. If you’ve navigated the first two steps successfully, you’ve jumped past 

blame, and can get down to business. What did you do wrong? Get into the details, and figure out how much of 

the problem you can truthfully take responsibility for. It’s only what you did wrong that you can change.

#4: Absorb criticism and feedback. Instead of becoming angry or hurt when you are criticized for your errors, learn 

from the experience. Ask the critic to elaborate on what you did wrong, and then thank him for pointing out your 

errors. With the first three steps completed, you’re better equipped to evaluate the criticism (and the critic.) This 

not only helps prevent you from making the same error again, it can help build a trusting dialogue between you 

and the customer.

#5: Be open to opportunities. By getting defensive, i.e., “Yeah but we did this part ok!” or trying to find something 

positive as a result of the incident, you can often get in your own way. The opportunities lie in what exists now. 

While now may be the direct result of your mistake, you will only be able to see the present and all its opportuni-

ties clearly once your mistake is dissociated from it.

#6: Cut your losses. Following the steps above will empower you to make clear decisions. After admitting and 

accepting the fact that you made a mistake, and, after accepting and processing criticism and feedback, you’re 

prepared to recognize and act on the opportunities at hand.

It takes conscious effort, but looking at mistakes carefully and without letting personal feelings color your outlook, 

those painful lessons often lead to opportunities and business growth. Being able to admit when you’re wrong will 

also help establish some long-lasting customer relationships.
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